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Getting started with Raenotes is easy. Once you've signed up for a

free trial at www.raenotes.com choose the ICF Mentor Coaching

profile and select competencies type from the dropdown.

 

.

1 Create an account



Simply click the “Add recording” button, choose the audio/video

file to upload, or just drag and drop files directly into the upload

window. RaeNotes accepts multiple file formats (including mp4,

mov, wav, and mp3). You can also upload your own transcript and

we will align the audio to the text for you.

 

.

2 Upload file to get started

https://youtu.be/2YK2-grMALQView now.

https://youtu.be/2YK2-grMALQ


The file will be automatically transcribed after uploading. Your

audio needs to have little background noise and clear speakers

with minimal accents. If your audio meets these criteria you get

90-95% accuracy transcription. It takes 5-10 minutes to transcribe a

30-min session. Track the progress when opening the uploaded file

or wait for an email notification.
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3.1. Transcribe file automatically

Help CenterHow to edit a transcription

Help CenterHow to rename speakers

https://raenotes.com/help/transcription_edit.html
https://raenotes.com/help/transcription_rename.html


Already have an accurate human transcription? Import the existing

transcription for further assessment. RaeNotes will align the text

with your audio or video file. Raenotes supports the transcription

from TranscribeMe, Temi, Rev in docx format and from Zoom.
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3.2. OR Upload the transcription

https://youtu.be/p-sXfQ1vayIView now.
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Go to Step 5 "Sharing" ->



RaeNotes' embedded player synchronizes the text within the video

and helps you to follow the transcript and bookmark moments of

interest. Stop and Play the recording with the ESC button or use

the play icon next to each paragraph.

Listen and follow the text4

Help CenterHow to create a bookmark

.

Insert paragraph break

Merge with previous paragraph

https://raenotes.com/help/navigation_book.html


Select a part of the transcription you want to highlight. 

Click     icon.

Choose one or many core competencies. 

Check markers once for positive     or twice for negative    feedback. 

Add your comments. 

Tag ICF core competencies with their related markers linked to the

identified areas of strength and improvement. 
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Click outside to close the comment, all changes are automatically

saved.
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Tag ICF core competencies5

Help CenterHow to tag core competencies

If you want to change a set of core competencies, click on your Logo,

then go to "Account type" and choose markers you need from the

dropdown menu. 

https://raenotes.com/help/icf_markup.html
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Convert the RaeNotes document to a pre-filled ICF assessment

form with the transcription, tags, and comments, and download it

as a Word document.                                                             .

Export6



RaeNotes enables you to easily collaborate with learners and team

members. Share a document with your comments and set

permissions to read/comment/edit the transcription and notes.

RaeNotes sends an email notification that invites collaborators to

review the document with the ability to reply to comments. With

tagging, commenting, and listening to the context, RaeNotes takes

your assessment to the next level.                                                       .

Share with learners

It’s easy to transcribe and assess recordings with RaeNotes. To learn more, take

a look at our Help page, and when you’re ready to start using RaeNotes, sign

up for a free trial.
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Let's get started

https://raenotes.com/help/icf_core.html
https://app.raenotes.com/signup

